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144 7710 Rani Mude, Dr Vaishali Kuchawar KAYACHRITI(MGAC), KAYACHRITI(MGAC), KAYACHRITI(MGAC) Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci. 01.01.2020 Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci,11,SP(1),734-738 2020 2020 Jul-20 Sep-20 Yes


147 7610 Dr Trupti Thakre, Dr Saurabh Dashmukh PAEDECRIS(MGAC), PAEDECRIS(MGAC), PAEDECRIS(MGAC) Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci. 01.01.2020 Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci,11,SP(1),734-738 2020 2020 Jul-20 Sep-20 Yes


150 7560 DR SHWETA PARWE PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC) Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci. 01.01.2020 Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci,11,SP(1),734-738 2020 2020 Jul-20 Sep-20 Yes

151 7748 Dr Akshaya Patankar, Dr Renu Rath, DR BHARAT RATHI PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC) Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci. 01.01.2020 Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci,11,SP(1),734-738 2020 2020 Jul-20 Sep-20 Yes

152 7655 DR SHWETA PARWE PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC) Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci. 01.01.2020 Int. J. Res. Pharm. Sci,11,SP(1),734-738 2020 2020 Jul-20 Sep-20 Yes


159 7436 Dr Saurabh Deshmukh KAYACHIKITSA(MGAC) UIRPS A case study to evaluate the treatment of shewtra with Asurveda modalities International UIRPS, 2020 2020 Jun-20 Jun-20 Yes


162 7502 Dr Sneha Rajendra Vidhate DRAVYA GUNA(MGAC) international journal of research in pharmaceutical science Efficacy of Rasayana dravya on covid 19 - A brief review International International journal of research in pharmaceutical science,11,097575,323-327 2020 2020 Jun-20 Jun-20 Yes


164 7534 Dr Pradnya Dandekar SHARRI KRIYA SHASTRA(MGAC) GLOBAL JOURNAL FOR RESEARCH ANALYSIS A SURVEY STUDY OF CONVENTIONAL TEACHING WITH CHALK BOARDS, POWER POINT PRESENTATIONS, IMPARTUS TEACHING AND ONLINE TEACHING : A STUDENTS PERSPECTIVE International GLOBAL JOURNAL FOR RESEARCH ANALYSIS,9 ,6,1-3 2020 2020 Jun-20 Jun-20 No

165 7933 Shamit Hware PANCHAKARMA(MGAC) INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES Concept of Rasayana Therapy in Covid 19 International INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES,11,1 (SPL),857-861 2020 2020 Jun-20 Sep-20 Yes


167 8216 DR SWAPNIL BORAGE, Dr Priyanka Sheteetkar SHALAKYA(MGAC), PAEDARIC(MGAC) INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES A clinical approach to COVID-19 International INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES,11,1,733-729 2020 2020 Jun-20 Jun-20 Yes

168 7611 Dr Saurabh Deshmukh, Dr Trupti Thakre KAYACHIKITSA(MGAC), PAEDARIC(MGAC) UIRPS APPROACH TOWARDS KUSHTA (PSORIASIS) WITH AYURVEDIC MANAGEMENT - A CASE STUDY International UIRPS, 2020 2020 Jun-20 Aug-20 Yes

169 7235 Dr Sneha Rajendra Vidhate DRAVYA GUNA(MGAC) UIRPS Role of Ayurveda in Uhmada With Reference to ADHD 4â€”A Case Study International UIRPS, 2020 2020 May-20 May-20 Yes


172 7233 Dr Sneha Rajendra Vidhate DRAVYA GUNA(MGAC) UIRPS A case Review of Saponine rich herbal drugs on COVID 4â€”19 w.r.t to their Muco- adhesive action4â€” International UIRPS, 2020 2020 May-20 May-20 Yes

173 8032 DR ROSHNA BHUTADA, DR SUNITA MAGAR SHALAKYA(MGAC), SHALAKYA(MGAC) INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES Concept of dhoopana and its role in prevention of air born infection during covid -19 outbreak International INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES,963-966 2020 2020 May-20 Nov-20 Yes

175 7185 Archana Lade, Dr meena deolagde, Dr Dhirsingsh Raput, Dr ANITA WANIJAAN Physiology, TB Research Project(TMIMS Sevagram Wardha), DRAVYA GUNA(MGAC), RASSHASTRA & BHASHIYA KALPANAI(MGAC), RASSHASTRA & BHASHIYA KALPANAI(MGAC), Annals of Ayurvedic Medicine Comparative analytical evaluation of Ayurveda oil processing method (Murchhana) on sesame and mustard oil International Annals of Ayurvedic Medicine;9,1,22-28 2020 2020 May- 20 May-20 No

176 7257 Dr Seema Thakare, Prashil Jumade ROS NIDAN(MGAC), COMMUNITY MEDICINE(EINMC) IJPR Janapadodhwasima in Ayurveda & its comparison with recent COVID -19 pandemic International IJPR,24,8, 4316 2020 2020 May- 20 Aug-20 Yes

177 7740 Dr Minaliksh Urbade, Dr Sonali Chalash, Dr Shanti Manyala AGAD TANTRA(MGAC), AGAD TANTRA(MGAC), AGAD TANTRA(MGAC), Journal of Indian System of Medicine Role of Patkadi Lapa in the management of Dadru Kushthaha(Tinea corporis): a case study International Journal of Indian System of Medicine, Volume 8,issue 2,141-146 2020 2020 May- 20 Sep-20 No

178 7600 Prachi Sharma, Dr Renu Rath, Dr Bharat Rathi PAEDARIC(MGAC), PAEDARIC(MGAC), RASHASHTRA & BHASHIYA KALPANAI(MGAC), EIBPS CASE STUDY ON PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT OF ATTENTION DEFICIT HYPERACTIVITY DISORDER International EIBPS,7,7,421-426 2020 2020 May- 20 Jun-20 No

179 7599 Ashwini Zadpe, Dr Renu Rath PAEDARIC(MGAC), PAEDARIC(MGAC), EIBPS Role of Ayurveda in Down syndrome International WJPR,9,7,2202-2208 2020 2020 May- 20 Jun-20 No

180 7335 Pavan More, Dr Shriraj S PAEDARIC(MGAC), PAEDARIC(MGAC), International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation Study on Phalatikadi Shan Vati (Polyherbal formulation) as an Adjuvant in the management of Thalassemia Major International International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation,24,8,4299- 4307 2020 2020 May- 20 May-20 Yes

181 7593 Dr Sneha Rajendra Vidhate DRAVYA GUNA(MGAC) international journal of research in pharmaceutical science Review of saponine rich herbal drug on covid -19 with to their mucosalhesive action International international journal of research in pharmaceutical science,183- 186 2020 2020 May- 20 Jul-20 Yes


183 7685 Dr Punnam Sawarkar PANCHAKARMA(MGAC) INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES Concept of Airborne Infectious Disease in Ayurveda International INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES,2020, 11(3) 3,4847-4856 2020 2020 Jun-20 Yes


185 7405 Dr Harshala Rajurkar, Mrs Vaishali O Tendolkar, Dr Smita Damke SWASTHA VRIJIT(MGAC), ANY OTHER DEPARTMENT(SRMMCON), MICROBIOLOGY(EINMC) Journal of Critical Reviews Review on Role of Yoga in Mental and Physical Health of People for Virus Anxiety in Pandemic Covid-19 National Indexed Journal of Critical Reviews,7,10,633-635 2020 2020 May- 20 May-20 No

186 7319 DR VAISHALI KUCHEWAR, Dr Shourya Acharya KAYACHRITAS(MGAC), KAYACHRITAS(MGAC), IJPR Effect of Terminalia arjuna (add-on medication) on Cardiac Function In Patients of Coronary Artery Disease 46° A Randomized Controlled Clinical Study International IJPR,24,8, 4316-4322 2020 2020 May- 20 Apr-20 Yes

203 Dr. Punnam Sawarkar, Dr Gaurav Sawarkar
PANCHAKARMA(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Aspirin Remedies for Covid-19 - A Conceptual Study
2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 Yes

202 Dr. Akhobay Sudhir Pargankar, Dr Bhagyashri Jhike
DRAVYA-GUNA(MGAC), RASHASHTRA & BHAVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC)
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences (IRJPS)
Review on utility of preferred drugs from Daushagha lepa as herbal hand sanitizer intended for pandemic COVID-19
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences (IRJPS),
2020 Apr-20 Aug-20 Yes

201 Manjiri Badge, Dr Srinari S, Dr Sachin G Dhamke
PAEDARICOS(MGAC), PAEDARICOS(MGAC), PEDIATRICS(MGAC)
International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation
A Conceptual study of efficacy of Khanduchakka Karpur against COVID
International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation, 24, 7, 10013
2020 Apr-20 Sep-20 Yes

200 Dr. Purnam Sawarkar, Dr Bharat Rathi, Dr Renu Kadu
SHARIR RACHNA(MGAC), PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), SHALYA(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Integrative approach in Ayurveda for COVID-19 - A Review
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 11(SPL), 11(SPL), 262-275
2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 Yes

199 S R Prasad, Dr Meena Wadnerwar, Dr. K DR SHWETA PARWE
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Comparative study of efficacy of Gurjari Karpur against COVID
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 11(SPL), 11(SPL), 243-250
2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 Yes

198 Dr. VASHALI KUCHEWAR, Prajakta Hagone
KAYACHIKITSA(MGAC), KAYACHIKITSA(MGAC)
IJAM - WOS
A Comparative Study of Ingudi phalamaaja Lepa and Ansalamulan Ghan in the Management of Yavanga (Melasma)
IJAM - WOS, 1, 2, 331-336
2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 No

197 Rakesh Khatana, Dr Renu Bhat
PAEDARICOS(MGAC), PAEDARICOS(MGAC)
IJGHC
Case report on Down syndrome by Ayurveda Management
International Journal of Gynecology and Holistic Care, 9, 2, 203-213
2020 Apr-20 May-20 Yes

196 Dr. SWAPNIL BORAGE
SHALAYA(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Utility of Vaccination adopted in India for children to fight against COVID-19
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 11, 1, 452-454
2020 Apr-20 May-20 Yes

195 Suraj Tichukule, Dr Kiran Khandare, Dr Pooja Shrivasav
SHALAYA(MGAC), SHALAYA(MGAC), SHALAYA(MGAC)
Journal of Indian system of medicine
Comparative study of efficacy of Khanduchakka (Ehretia laevis) Ghrit and cow ghee in the management of Pankurika (Fissure in anus)
International Journal of Indian system of medicine, 2, 8, 109-113
2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 No

194 Dr. Amol Deshpande
SHARIR RACHNA(MGAC)
J Indian Sys Medicine
Correlation of signs and symptoms at menarche in Kapha-dominant Prakruti
International Journal of Indian System of Medicine, 7, 4, 212-216
2020 Apr-20 Apr-19 No

193 Dr Sonali Chalakh
AGAD TANTRA(MGAC)
International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation
study on the efficacy of Karvareadi Tail in the Management of Pama with special reference to scabies
International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation, 24, 7, 10013-10018
2020 Apr-20 Apr-19 Yes

192 Rakesh Khatana, Dr Renu Bhat
PAEDARICOS(MGAC), PAEDARICOS(MGAC)
IJGHC
Case report on Down syndrome by Ayurveda Management
International Journal of Gynecology and Holistic Care, 9, 2, 203-213
2020 Apr-20 May-20 Yes

191 Rathi Dr Minakshi Urkude
RASSHAJTRA & BHAVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC), RASHASHTRA & BHAVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Comparative study of efficacy of Gurjari Karpur against COVID
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 11(SPL), 11(SPL), 243-250
2020 Apr-20 Sep-20 Yes

190 Dr. Jibkate Pargaonkar, Dr Bhagyashri Jhike
PAEDARICOS(MGAC), RASHASHTRA & BHAVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Case study on management of Rett Syndrome by Holistic approach
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine, 11, 2, 351-357
2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 No

189 Dr. Rathi Dr Minakshi Urkude
RASHASHTRA & BHAVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC), RASHASHTRA & BHAVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Comparative study of efficacy of Gurjari Karpur against COVID
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 11(SPL), 11(SPL), 243-250
2020 Apr-20 Sep-20 Yes

188 Dr. Minakshi Urkude
RASHASHTRA & BHVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC), RASHASHTRA & BHVISHYA KALPANAM(MGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Concept of Dhoopan Chikitsa and Its Importance in Prevention of air borne diseases- A review
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences, 11, 4, 5104-5107
2020 Apr-20 Sep-20 Yes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Institutions</th>
<th>Journal/Publication Details</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>7057</td>
<td>SHARIR RACHNA (MGAC)</td>
<td>J Indian Sys Medicine</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>4,257-255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205</td>
<td>7420</td>
<td>Dr Priti Desai</td>
<td>inclusion of communication skill module in undergraduate Ayurveda curriculum. Need of the hour</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td>7467</td>
<td>Dr Sresha Rajendra Vidhate</td>
<td>Ayurveda National Journal of Research in Ayurved science NIRS</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207</td>
<td>7555</td>
<td>DR SADHANA MISAR WAJPEYI</td>
<td>International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208</td>
<td>7590</td>
<td>DR SWAPNIL BORAGE, Dr Priyanka Shelkar</td>
<td>Positive effects of Covid-19 on Earth</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td>6994</td>
<td>Dr Gaurav Sawarkar</td>
<td>The Effectiveness of Proper Oclusion Features of Instant and Incremental Oclusion on Serum Sodium and Potassium in Healthy Volunteers 4k A Pilot Study</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>7466</td>
<td>Dr Sresha Rajendra Vidhate</td>
<td>International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>7046</td>
<td>Dr Punnam Sawarkar, Dr Gaurav Sawarkar</td>
<td>Indian Journal of Science and Technology</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>7035</td>
<td>Dr Priti Desai</td>
<td>The Effectiveness of Proper Oclusion Features of Instant and Incremental Oclusion on Serum Sodium and Potassium in Healthy Volunteers 4k A Pilot Study</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>7391</td>
<td>Dr Seema Khakare, Praakrit Lajmada</td>
<td>Janapadodhswa in Ayurveda &amp; its comparison with recent COVID-19 pandemic</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>7330</td>
<td>Dr Jagruti Chaple</td>
<td>Covid-19 4k* rumours and facts in medial</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>7408</td>
<td>Dr Jagruti Chaple</td>
<td>COVID-19 And The Aching World</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>7449</td>
<td>Tejas Kakade, Dr SADHANA MISAR WAJPEYI</td>
<td>International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>7480</td>
<td>Dr Bhushan Deoraji Mhaskar, Dr SHWETA PARWNE</td>
<td>International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>7414</td>
<td>Dr Priti Borkar</td>
<td>J Indian Sys Medicine</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>7448</td>
<td>Dr Saurabh Deohmukh</td>
<td>International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>7553</td>
<td>SWASTHA VRUTTA (MGAC), KAVACHA KAVACHAN (MGAC)</td>
<td>International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
<td>Apr-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
221 7451 Suraj Santh, Dr Jyothi K R
PAEDARIC(ISMGAC), PAEDARIC(ISMGAC)
Journal of Indian System of Medicine
Effectiveness of Abhiya Sunthi Churna and Shehna Svardana in Tamaka Shwas: a randomized parallel group pilot study
International Journal of Indian System of Medicine,8,1,46-50
2020 2020 Jan-20 Mar-20 No

222 7443 Dr Parmam Sawarkar, Mr Manish Deshmukh, Dr Eaurav Sawarkar
PANCHAKARMA(ISMGAC), ANY OTHER DEPARTMENT(ISMGAC), SHARRI RACHNAM(ISMGAC)
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine
A comparative efficacy study of the Panchkika Ghrita Matra Vasti and Panchkika Ghrita Marcha Nasya in Cervical Spondylisis
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine,11,2,218-226
2020 2020 Jun-20 Jun-20 No

223 7444 Dr Manju Mohan, Dr Prannam Sawarkar
PANCHAKARMA(ISMGAC), PANCHAKARMA(ISMGAC)
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine
Efficacy of Nithya Virechana with Trivrit Churna in the Management of Stage 1 Essential Hypertension 46" A Pilot Study
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine,11,2,249-254
2020 2020 Jun-20 Jun-20 No

224 8053 Dr Bharat Rath, Dr Renu Rath
RASHASTRA & BHAIHSHYA KALPAN(AISMGC), PAEDARIC(ISMGAC)
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
Chyasvaprash: Choice of Drug for immunity boosting and health supplements during COVID -19 pandemic
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES,11,5(1),1346-1350
2020 2020 Jan-20 Mar-20 Yes

225 7657 Dr Jagruti Chaple
SHARRI KIRYA SHAHTRA(ISMGAC)
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ayurveda and Vyaadhikshamatwa (Immunity) During Covid 19
International Journal of Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences,Volume 11,Special Issue 1,
2020 2020 Oct-20 Oct-20 Yes

226 7252 Dr Dhirajraj Rangat
RASHASTRA & BHAIHSHYA KALPAN(AISMGC)
International Journal Of Research In Pharmaceutical Sciences
Evolution, Ayurveda, immunity, and preventive aspects for emerging infectious diseases such as COVID-19
International Journal Of Research In Pharmaceutical Sciences,11,1,86-93
2020 2020 Apr-20 Apr-20 Yes

227 7429 Dr Renu Rath, Dr Bharat Rath
PAEDARIC(ISMGAC), RASHASTRA & BHAIHSHYA KALPAN(AISMGC)
Journal of Indian system of medicine
Ayurveda perspectives toward prevention and management of nicotine and alcohol dependence: a review
International Journal of Indian system of medicine,8,1,14-20
2020 2020 Jan-20 Mar-20 No

228 7585 Dr Bhagyashri Vijay Chaudhari
STRI ROG(ISMGAC)
Journal of Indian System of Medicine
Web Summit on "Poly cystic Ovary Syndrome"
Journal DMIMS
Journal of Indian System of Medicine,8,2,153
2020 2020 Sep-20 Sep-20 No

229 7440 Dr Sohrai S
PAEDARIC(ISMGAC)
Journal of Indian System of Medicine
Progressing into a new decade of medical publication
International Journal of Indian system of medicine,8,1
2020 2020 Jan-20 Mar-20 No

230 7550 Dr Rushikesh Thakre
SANSKRIT SAMITHI SEHANT(MGAC)
G.P.globalsearch research journal of chemistry
Review of Ethista Laxis Rish. Plant: A Phytochemical approach Ketaki Hame, Pradip Tekade and Rushikesh Thakre
G.P.globalsearch research journal of chemistry,Volume 3, Issue 2,63-68
2020 2020 Jan-20 Jun-20 No

231 7390 Dr Bhagyashri Vijay Chaudhari, Dr Rohit Waskar, Shami Haware
STRI ROG(MGAC), KAYACHIKITA(SMGAC), PANCHAKARMA(ISMGAC)
Journal of Multidisciplinary Health Sciences - JOMHS
Peopl&4™s Shore Up by Art & Coping Situation of Artists in Covid-19 Pandemic
Journal DMIMS
Journal of Multidisciplinary Health Sciences - JOMHS,1,1,35 - 38
2020 2020 Jul-20 Sep-20 No

232 8148 Rajni Kamalakar Gurmuk, Ritu Angalekar
SHARRI RACHNAM(ISMGAC), SHARRI RACHNAM(ISMGAC)
Wutan Huatan Jisuan Jishu
Management of Musculoskeletal Disorders using Meshad Tail Basti
Wutan Huatan Jisuan Jishu,15,12,966-975
2020 2020 Dec-20 Dec-20 Yes

233 7447 Prachi Gulhanan, Dr Renu Rath, Dr Bharat Rath
ANY OTHER DEPARTMENT(ISMGAC), PAEDARIC(ISMGAC), RASHASTRA & BHAIHSHYA KALPAN(AISMGC)
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine
Assessment of Prevalence and Psychosocial behaviour of Tobacco Addictive School going Children with Awareness for Deaddiction
International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine,11,2,300-305
2020 2020 Apr-20 Jun-20 No

234 6925 Karunadhi Sharma, Shweta Paul, Sanjay Kumar, Dr Dhirajraj Rangat
Department of RS & BK(N.I.A, Jaipur), Rassashastra and BK(Pt. Dr. Sh. Shakti Lal Sharma Ayurved Medical College, Rudani), Department of RS & BK(N.I.A, Jaipur), RASSHAstra & BHAIHSHYA KALPAN(ISMGAC)
Annals of Ayurvedic Medicine
Pharmaceutical Study of Trivanga Bhasma
Annals of Ayurvedic Medicine,8,3,80-93
2020 2020 Jan-20 Jan-20 Yes
235  7024  Marisha Choudhary, Dr Dhairajingh Rajput  RASHASTRA & BHASHA taboo in KALPANA(MGAC), RASHASTRA & BHASHA taboo in KALPANA(MGAC)  International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine  Comparative analytical study on effect of Bhaavana on Karavelleka Churna (Momordica charantia Linn.) and Bhaata Karavelleka Churna  International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine, 11, 1, 113-119  2020  2020  Jan-20  Mar-20  No

236  7029  Marish Chauhan, Dr SADHANA MISAR WAJPEI  KAYACHKITS(MGAC), SWASTHA VRUTTA(MGAC)  International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine, Management of Oxadru Kuvala (Tinea corporis) through Ayurvedik* A Case Study  International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine, 11, 1, 120-123  2020  2020  Jan-20  Mar-20  No

237  7648  Dr Priyanka Shelotkar, Dr SWAPNIL BORAGE  PAEDARIC(MGAC), SHALAYA(MGAC)  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  Concept of infectious diseases in Ayurveda  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, 11, 3, 4756-4759  2020  2020  May-20  Jun-20  Yes


239  7460  Dr Poouja Shrivastav, Dr Kiran Khandare  SHALAYA(MGAC)  Journal of Indian system of Medicine  A critical review on Sushrutaâ€™s surgical ethics  Journal DMIMS  Journal of Indian system of Medicine, 8,1,10-13  2020  2020  Jan-20  Mar-20  No

240  7240  Dr Renu Rathi, Dr Bharat Rathi  PAEDARIC(MGAC), RASHASTRA & BHASHA taboo in KALPANA(MGAC)  Int J Ayu Pharm Chem  COVID 19 Pandemic and Preventive Footsteps  Int J Ayu Pharm Chem, 12, 3, 100-106  2020  2020  May-20  Jun-20  No

241  7047  Dr Karan Gupta, Dr Gaurav Sawarkar, Dr Ulhas Jadhav  SHARIR RACHNA(MGAC), TB CHEST(NMC)  International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine  Critical appraisal of pipasa in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease  International Journal of Ayurvedic Medicine, 11,1,44-49  2020  2020  Jan-20  Mar-20  No

242  7493  Dr Bharat Rathi, Dr Renu Rathi  RASHASTRA & BHASHA taboo in KALPANA(MGAC), PAEDARIC(MGAC)  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  Relevance of Ayurveda Anti-viral herbal wisdom from the perspective of current researches  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, 11,1,175-182  2020  2020  Jun-20  Jul-20  Yes

243  7717  Dr Priyanka Shelotkar  PAEDARIC(MGAC)  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  Immunomodulatory measures to strengthen the body during Covid outbreak  INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, 11,1,774-778  2020  2020  Jul-20  Aug-20  Yes


246  8330  Dr Pranam Sawarkar , Dr Gaurav Sawarkar  PANCHAKARMA(MGAC), SHARIR RACHIN(MGAC)  European Journal of Molecular & Clinical Medicine  Systematic Review On Role Shodhana & Shamaana Chikitsa In Ayurveda For Management Of Hypertension The efficacy of these intervention  European Journal of Molecular & Clinical Medicine, Volume 07,2020, Issue 11, 3936-3951  2020  2020  Jan-20  Mar-20  No
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